**BELGRADE AREA PROJECTS**

**MAIN STREET – JACKRABBIT LANE TO BOLINGER ROAD**
- Federal Project ID: STPU 0615(4)
- Estimated Cost: $3.5M
- Highlights: This project will widen the existing road to a three-lane facility, add and upgrade sidewalks, improve drainage and stormwater management features, and install street lighting.

**BELGRADE URBAN IMPROVEMENTS**
- Federal Project ID: NH-CMDP 0699(4)
- Estimated Cost: $35.5M
- Highlights: This Project will construct a new railroad overpass or underpass, add and upgrade pedestrian/bike facilities, install a new signal at Jackrabbit Ln and Main St, and increase the capacity of Jackrabbit Ln with additional travel and turn lanes.

**AMSTERDAM ROAD INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS**
- Federal Project ID: HSIP 347-1(5)4
- Estimated Cost: $600K
- Highlights: This project will install a signal at River Rock Road and improve lane configurations at Green Belt Drive.

**BELGRADE - INTERSECTION IMPROVEMENTS**
- Federal Project ID: NH-CMDP 0699(8)
- Estimated Cost: $2.9M
- Highlights: This project will upgrade 6 existing signals, modify ADA upgrades as required, and install a new signal at the Main St and Broadway intersection.

**BOLINGER ROAD AND MAIN STREET TURN LANES**
- The City of Belgrade will reconstruct this intersection to include turn lanes and infrastructure for a future signal.